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Focus On: 100 Most Popular English Songwriters

2013-10-04

the third african sanitation and hygiene conference was held in kigali rwanda in july 2011 it was hosted by the government of
the republic of rwanda and the african ministers council on water the meeting attracted extraordinary interest over 1000
people registered and nearly 900 people attended from a total of 67 countries including representatives of 42 african
countries the content of africasan 3 was aligned with the needs of countries as defined in country preparation meetings which
took place in advance africasan 3 looked to address the country needs and to commitments and country action planning
different groups ministers civil society local government utilities and donors committed to actions to support the goals of
africasan the goal of the africasan process is to support countries to achieve the millennium development goal mdg for
sanitation and hygiene this book is freely available to download electronically from the iwa publishing site sanitation and
hygiene in africa where do we stand takes stock of progress made by african countries through the africasan process since
2008 and the progress needed to meet the mdg on sanitation by 2015 and beyond this book addresses priorities which have been
identified by african countries as the key elements which need to be addressed in order to accelerate progress reviews progress
on implementing the ethekwini declaration to meet the mdg for sanitation and progress generally in africa it analyses what is
needed to accelerate the rate of access to sanitation in africa shares advances in the evidence base on sanitation and hygiene in
africa to be able to assist decision makers to overcome key blockages in implementing large scale sanitation and hygiene
programs raises the profile of sanitation and hygiene as a determinant of sustainable development in order to strengthen
leadership and advocacy for sustained sanitation and behavior changes this book is essential reading for government staff
from ministries responsible for sanitation sector stakeholders working in ngos csos and agencies with a focus on sanitation
and hygiene and water and sanitation specialists it is also suitable for masters courses in water and sanitation and for
researchers and the donor community

Sanitation and Hygiene in Africa: Where do We Stand?

2016-10-04

by drawing on social movement theories this book explains how terrorist movements decline using the case of irish republicanism
the continuity of terrorism and political violence from generation to generation demonstrates the need to go beyond a focus
on groups or individuals in order to explain how terrorism ends the concept of de radicalisation has been critiqued for its lack
of explanatory value in accounting for disengagement from terrorism or how the risk of terrorism re emerging is reduced
however building on the morphogenetic approach this book distinguishes between structure culture and agency over time in
order to analyse the causal influence between the two two processes are analysed disengagement framing processes explain
how actors change attitudes to violence and the book identifies which factors ensure frames resonate with audiences and
social movement de radicalisation accounts for the outcomes of disengagement in initiating structural change which
transforms the landscape the next generation finds itself in the fundamental aim of the book is to provide theoretical and
conceptual insights into how terrorism can not only come to an end but can be prevented from emerging to be a significant
threat again within a society this book will be of much interest to students of terrorism and political violence social
movement theory british and irish politics war and conflict studies security studies and ir in general

Social Movement De-Radicalisation and the Decline of Terrorism

2018-05-16

it is the condition of modernity that an institution cannot depend on a god tradition or any other transcendental source to
secure its foundations which thereby come to rest upon or rather in and through its subjects never wholly separated from its
subjects and yet never identical with them this contradictory condition provides a way of seeing how modern law gives form
to life and how law takes form enlivened by its subjects by driving theodor adorno s dialectical philosophy into the concept
of law the book shows how this contradictory condition enables law to become instituted in ways that are hostile to its
subjects but also how law remains open to its subjects and thus disposed towards transformation to flesh out an
understanding of this contradiction the book examines the making and remaking of liberia from its conception as an idea of
liberty at the beginning of the nineteenth century to its reconstruction at the beginning of the twenty first with the assistance
of an international intervention to establish a state based on the rule of law in so doing the book shows how law is at the
epicentre of a colonising power in liberia that renders subjects as mere objects but at the same time the book exposes the
instability of this power by showing how law is also enlivened by its subjects as it takes form in and through their lives and
interactions it is this fundamentally contradictory condition of law that ultimately denies power any absolute hold leaving
law open to the self expression of its subjects

Liberia and the Dialectic of Law

2014-05-12

following on from the successful first edition march 2012 this book gives a clear explanation of what lte does and how it
works the content is expressed at a systems level offering readers the opportunity to grasp the key factors that make lte the
hot topic amongst vendors and operators across the globe the book assumes no more than a basic knowledge of mobile
telecommunication systems and the reader is not expected to have any previous knowledge of the complex mathematical
operations that underpin lte this second edition introduces new material for the current state of the industry such as the new
features of lte in releases 11 and 12 notably coordinated multipoint transmission and proximity services the main short and
long term solutions for lte voice calls namely circuit switched fallback and the ip multimedia subsystem and the evolution
and current state of the lte market it also extends some of the material from the first edition such as inter operation with
other technologies such as gsm umts wireless local area networks and cdma2000 additional features of lte advanced
notably heterogeneous networks and traffic offloading data transport in the evolved packet core coverage and capacity
estimation for lte and a more rigorous treatment of modulation demodulation and ofdma the author breaks down the system
into logical blocks by initially introducing the architecture of lte explaining the techniques used for radio transmission and
reception and the overall operation of the system and concluding with more specialized topics such as lte voice calls and the
later releases of the specifications this methodical approach enables readers to move on to tackle the specifications and the
more advanced texts with confidence



An Introduction to LTE

2014-08-01

this book takes a broad but detailed approach to public health in europe and offers the most comprehensive analysis of this
region currently available

Facets Of Public Health In Europe

2014-12-01

poor public resource management and the global financial crisis curbing fundamental fiscal space millions thrown into poverty
and authoritarian regimes running successful criminal campaigns with the help of financial assistance are all phenomena that
raise fundamental questions around finance and human rights they also highlight the urgent need for more systematic and
robust legal and economic thinking about sovereign finance and human rights this edited collection aims to contribute to
filling this gap by introducing novel legal theories and analyses of the links between sovereign debt and human rights from a
variety of perspectives these chapters include studies of financial complicity un sanctions ethics transitional justice criminal
law insolvency proceedings millennium development goals global financial architecture corporations extraterritoriality
state of necessity sovereign wealth and hedge funds project financing state responsibility international financial institutions
the right to development un initiatives litigation as well as case studies from africa asia and latin america these chapters are
then theorised by the editors in an introductory chapter in july 2012 the un human rights council finally issued its own
guidelines on foreign debt and human rights yet much remains to be done to promote better understanding of the legal and
economic implications of the interface between finance and human rights this book will contribute to that understanding as
well as help practitioners in their everyday work the authors include world renowned lawyers and economists experienced
practitioners and officials from international organisations

Making Sovereign Financing and Human Rights Work

2014-02-14

changes to drug and alcohol policy post 1995 introduced the partnership style of working and many different routes by
which treatment can be accessed this means that a wide variety of professional groups now work with drug and alcohol
users the book makes a major contribution to the understanding substance use drawing on relevant and recent policy it draws
on practice and engages the reader in current debates in the area the book provides theoretical underpinnings that are
influential in practice as key aspect of social work practice substance misuse is relevant for practitioners a much needed book
for students practitioners and policy makers bridget ng andu ruskin college this book provides an analytical and critical
discussion of policy and practice in this area it lays out the key debates and issues for understanding exploring dealing and
working with substance misuse issues users their families and other professionals the reader is introduced to the policy
framework and why it is important for generic social work and other health and social care practitioners to have an
understanding of substance misuse and the issues involved the reader is assisted to think about how they can use their
professional skills and values to inform assessments and interventions with substance users and reflective exercises
encourage the reader to consider values issues and examine their own attitudes this book will be valuable to students and
practitioners wishing to update their skills and knowledge

Understanding Substance Use

2014-12-03

vision is about insight and visual perception is about cognition and they form the foundation of how we see the world duco a
schreuder a physicist and psychologist explores the finer details of each in this groundbreaking book that explores human
consciousness and perception sharing virtually everything he s learned over a varied career spanning more than sixty years he
examines a wide array of topics including how we understand what we visually process how we store and retrieve information
the role that neurons play in how what we see and much more while schreuder isn t afraid to disagree with other leading
thinkers he relies on science and focuses on the facts behind it so you can understand lighting visual perception engineering
design and applied and experimental physics looking is about insight whereas seeing is about knowledge and you need to know
how each one works to truly understand how humanity views the world whether you re an illuminating engineer considering the
fundamentals of the trade or a student or professional in an allied discipline you ll be well served by taking a closer look at
vision and visual perception

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Real Madrid C.F. Players

2015

learn how automotive ethernet is revolutionizing in car networking from the experts at the core of its development providing
an in depth account of automotive ethernet from its background and development to its future prospects this book is ideal for
industry professionals and academics alike
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Vision and Visual Perception

2015-05-20

this ground breaking book focuses on the forgotten refugees detailing people with disabilities who have crossed borders in
search of protection from disaster or human conflict the authors explore the intersection between one of the oldest
international human rights treaties the 1951 convention relating to the status of refugees with one of the newest the
convention on the rights of persons with disabilities crpd drawing on fieldwork in six countries hosting refugees in a variety of
contexts malaysia indonesia pakistan uganda jordan and turkey the book examines how the crpd is or should be changing the
way that governments and aid agencies engage with and accommodate persons with disabilities in situations of displacement
the timeliness of the book is underscored by the adoption in mid 2016 of the un charter on inclusion of persons with disabilities
in humanitarian action adopted at the world humanitarian summit

Automotive Ethernet

2015-07-03

japan s unusual position in the realm of international politics encapsulates a three fold juxtaposition both in and out of asia
both occupied by and a close ally of the united states and both a key trade partner and a strategic rival of china whilst
international relations theory offers a number of ways to analyse these relations this book instead utilizes the concept of
risk to provide an innovative perspective on japan s relations with china north korea and the us the book elucidates how risk
potential harm and harm are faced disproportionately by certain groups in society this is demonstrated by providing an
empirically rich analysis of the domestic implications of security relations with china north korea and the united states
through the presence of us troops in okinawa beginning with a theoretical discussion of risk it goes on to demonstrate how the
concept of risk adds value to the study of international relations in three senses first the concept helps to break down the
boundaries between the international and domestic second the focus on risk and the everyday directs us to ask basic questions
about the costs and benefits of a security policy meant to secure the national population third what implications do these
two points have for governance the question is one of governance as japan s externally oriented security policy produces
domestic insecurity shared disproportionately not equally as this volume makes clear developing the theory of risk as a tool
for understanding international relations this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of asian politics
japanese politics international relations and security studies as well as to policy makers and practitioners working in the
field

������������

2017-07-14

this fourteenth volume of india s national security annual review intensively analyses india s national security with respect
to the changing internal and external dynamics in the global environment the situation is characterised by rising tensions
between united states and russia intensified rivalry between united states us and china and increasing cooperation between
china and russia for india which seeks peaceful growth to emerge as a major power this poses severe diplomatic challenges this
volume discusses the complexity of these challenges and the deftness with which india gets the best out of its strategic
partnerships with the us and russia while warding off the transgressions of a mighty adversary like china it also studies the
impact of internal convulsions and external intrusions on india s security from south asian nations such as afghanistan
bangladesh nepal and sri lanka examining the field of internal security the essays carry rare insights into the causes of
expansion of naxalite violence in tribal areas and the dynamics of conflict resolution in the northeast as well as india s deep
concern as a growing power with its economic slowdown in the recent past and energy and cyber security bringing together
contributions from eminent scholars and diplomats the volume will be indispensable for policymakers government think tanks
defence and strategic studies experts as well as students and researchers of international relations foreign policy and
political science

�������������������������

2013-11-12

cover title page copyright page table of contents introduction 1 a wilsonian interpretation 2 the first world war 3 the war
of 1812 4 the korean war 5 the gulf war 6 conclusion bibliography index

The Legal Protection of Refugees with Disabilities

2014-06-20

this book is part of the transforming nursing practice series written specifically to support nursing students on the new degree
programme as medical advances become more sophisticated average life expectancies continue to grow this presents significant
challenges to the healthcare system and caring for older people is now the concern of every nurse this book aims to help you
understand how to care for older people in any care setting it uniquely focuses on person centred humanised care in addition
to physical care helping you to examine attitudes towards older people in healthcare and combat negative stereotypes the
book takes a positive stance on ageing celebrating the fact that in the western world we live longer and healthier with a
focus on the wellbeing of the individual key features easy to read introduction written specifically for nursing students with
a chapter on making the most of your placements with older people theory is linked to practice through case studies and
scenarios and shows the lived experiences of the older person linked to the latest nmc standards and essential skills clusters



for degree level education plenty of activities help you to build critical thinking and graduate skills

Regional Risk and Security in Japan

2014-07-17

transitional justice is a burgeoning field of scholarly inquiry yet while the transitional justice literature is replete with
claims about the benefits of criminal trials too often these claims lack an empirical basis and hence remain unproven while there
has been much discussion about whether criminal trials can aid reconciliation the extent to which they actually do so in
practice remains under explored this book investigates the relationship between criminal trials and reconciliation through a
particular focus on the international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia icty using detailed empirical data in the
form of qualitative interviews and observations from five years of fieldwork to assess and analyze the icty s impact on
reconciliation in bosnia hercegovina croatia and kosovo international trials and reconciliation assessing the impact of the
international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia argues that reconciliation is not a realistic aim for a criminal
court they are janine clark argues only one part of a rich tapestry of justice which must also include non retributive
transitional justice processes and mechanisms challenging many of the common yet untested assumptions about the benefits of
criminal trials this innovative and extremely timely monograph will be invaluable for those with interests in the theory and
practice of transitional justice

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films

2014-02-17

this book unravels the many different experiences meanings and realities of natural burial twenty years after the first natural
burial ground opened there is an opportunity to reflect on how a concept for a very different approach to caring for our dead
has become a reality new providers new landscapes and a hybrid of new and traditional rituals in this short time the natural
burial movement has flourished in the uk there are more than 200 sites and the concept has travelled to north america holland
australia new zealand and japan this survey of natural burials draws on interviews with those involved in the natural burial
process including burial ground managers celebrants priests bereaved family funeral directors providing a variety of
viewpoints on the concept as a philosophy and landscape practice site surveys design plans and case studies illustrate the
challenges involved in creating a natural burial site and a key longitudinal case study of a single site investigates the
evolving nature of the practice natural burial is the first book on this subject to bring together all the groups and
individuals involved in the practice explaining the facts behind this type of burial and exploring a topic which is attracting
significant media interest and an upsurge of sites internationally

India’s National Security

2014-06-03

in these times of global economic crisis social unrest towards the powers that be and a yearning for alternative systems and
organization it is now more relevant than ever for you to take a critical stance to your management studies in order to
analyse understand and question the world around you and the capitalist stronghold in which you live and work this new
thought provoking text uses critical theory and revolutionary ideas to help you challenge the status quo and prevailing
ideologies in management it covers key issues thinkers and topics in an accessible style to provide a broad and clear
understanding of vital theory which is applied to the real world through international case studies and reflective questions
and think points for you to carry into practice a companion website provides additional learning materials for personal study
and class activities this text is essential reading for any undergraduate or postgraduate student studying critical
management or any management course with a critical slant

Wilsonian Approaches to American Conflicts

2018-11-01

is brazil ready to take its place among the world s leading powers the authors examine brazil s hard power and soft power
resources assessing the challenges the country will need to overcome in order to build its own brazilian dream and project
itself on the international stage

Focus On: 100 Most Popular UEFA Euro 2016 Players

2016-12-02

a history of the melbourne jewish holocaust centre one of the earliest permanent memorial museums which was set up in 1984
by survivors of the holocaust the book provides a history of the centre s early days and examines its transformation from a
collection of artefacts into an organisation that focuses on exhibitions remembrance and education

Caring for Older People in Nursing

2014-09-01

the volume contains more than 70 papers covering the important topics and issues in metallurgy today including papers as
follows keynote papers covering a tribute to david robertson workforce skills needed in the profession going forward copper
smelting ladle metallurgy process metallurgy and resource efficiency new flash iron making technology ferro alloy electric
furnace smelting and on the role of bubbles in metallurgical processing operations topics covered in detail in this volume
include ferro alloys non ferrous metallurgy iron and steel modeling education and fundamentals



International Trials and Reconciliation

2017-09-07

the 7th edition of management is once again a resource at the leading edge of thinking and research by blending theory with
stimulating pertinent case studies and innovative practices robbins encourages students to get excited about the possibilities
of a career in management developing the managerial skills essential for success in business by understanding and applying
management theories is made easy with fresh new case studies and a completely revised suite of teaching and learning resources
available with this text

Natural Burial

2015-11-19

afghanistan was an unwinnable war as british and american troops withdraw discover this definitive account that explains
why it could have been a very different story british forces could have successfully withdrawn from afghanistan in 2002
having done the job they set out to do to defeat al qaeda instead in the years that followed britain paid a devastating price
for their presence in helmand province so why did britain enter and remain in an ill fated war why did it fail so dramatically and
was this expedition doomed from the beginning drawing on unprecedented access to military reports government documents and
senior individuals professor theo farrell provides an extraordinary work of scholarship he explains the origins of the war
details the campaigns over the subsequent years and examines the west s failure to understand the dynamics of local conflict
and learn the lessons of history that ultimately led to devastating costs and repercussions still relevant today the best
book so far on britain s war in afghanistan international affairs masterful irrefutable farrell records all these military
encounters with the irresistible pace of a novelist sunday times

Understanding Management Critically

2014-06-05

an iconic filmmaker and inheritor of the legendary satyajit ray s legacy rituparno ghosh was one of the finest auteurs to
emerge out of contemporary bengal his films though rooted firmly in middle class values desires and aspirations are highly
critical of hetero patriarchal power structures from the very outset ghosh displayed a strong feminist sensibility which
later evolved into radical queer politics this volume analyses his films his craft his stardom and his contribution to sexual
identity politics in this first scholarly study undertaken on rituparno ghosh the essays discuss the cultural import of his
work within the dynamics of a rapidly evolving film industry in bengal and more largely the cinematic landscape of india the
anthology also contains a conversation section interviews with the filmmaker and with industry cast and crew drawing a
critical and personal portrait of this remarkable filmmaker

The Political Economy of an Emerging Global Power

2014-10-29

the global increase in the number of slums calls for policies which improve the conditions of the urban poor sustainably this
volume provides an extensive overview of current housing policies in asia africa and latin america and presents the facts and
trends of recent housing policies the chapters provide ideas and tools for pro poor interventions with respect to the provision
of land for housing building materials labour participation and finance the book looks at the role of the various stakeholders
involved in such interventions including national and local governments private sector organisations ngos and community
based organisations

The Interior of Our Memories

2020-11-22

business ethics introduces students to ethical issues and decision making in a variety of contemporary contexts it develops an
awareness of the many ways in which ethical considerations can manifest in commercial domains thereby helping prepare
students for their professional careers business ethics shows how theory works in practice it includes hundreds of real world
examples that will help engage students examples draw on recent and emerging concerns such as the moral implications of
social media and the enforcement of codes of behaviour within industries the book also addresses corporate social
responsibility stakeholder management and sustainability reflecting the broad scope of business ethics today comprehensive
online resources are available at cambridge edu au academic businessethics student resources include additional review
questions and case studies with answer guides to help students reinforce learning and prepare for assessment tasks instructor
resources include an extensive set of tutorial exercises powerpoint slides and a test bank of assessment resources

Celebrating the Megascale

2014-11-20

this edited volume provides both a broad overview of cooperation patterns in the unfccc climate change negotiations and an in
depth analysis of specific coalitions and their relations over the course of three parts this book maps out and takes stock of
patterns of cooperation in the climate change negotiations since their inception in 1995 in part i the authors focus on the
evolution of coalitions over time examining why these emerged and how they function part ii drills deeper into a set of
coalitions particularly new political groups that have emerged in the last rounds of negotiations around the copenhagen
accord and the paris agreement finally part iii explores common themes and open questions in coalition research and provides a
comprehensive overview of coalitions in the climate change negotiations by taking a broad approach to the study of
coalitions in the climate change negotiations this volume is an essential reference source for researchers students and
negotiators with an interest in the dynamics of climate negotiations



Focus On: 100 Most Popular Gangster Films

2016-05-15

now in its 147th edition whitaker s almanack is the definitive reference guide containing a comprehensive overview of every
aspect of uk infrastructure and an excellent introduction to world politics available only as ebooks whitaker s shorts are
selected themed sections from whitaker s almanack 2015 portable and perfect for those with specific interests within the print
edition whitaker s shorts 2015 the year in review includes a digest of the 2013 14 year s events in the uk and abroad and
articles covering subjects as diverse as archaeology conservation business and finance opera dance film and weather there is
also an a z listing of all the results for the major sporting events from alpine skiing through to fencing football horse racing
polo and tennis

Management

2014-09-19

the importance of export control laws and regulations in international trade continues to grow not only because of the
increase in world trade and technology dispersion but also due to concerns surrounding national and regional stability and
the risk of terrorism accordingly familiarity with export control laws and regulations around the world has become
extremely important for those involved in the international trade of dual use or military goods technology and services in
this preeminent handbook now in its third edition two experienced professionals have gathered contributions from expert
practitioners and academics the third edition adds three new country chapters brazil israel and sweden and a new separate
chapter on sanctions and embargoes in addition to chapters on the international regime in general the book provides a practical
overview of the export import control regimes covering defence and dual use goods and services in fourteen key jurisdictions
country reports each follow the same structure for easy comparison issues and topics covered include the following and
much more import export legal and regulatory requirements for controlled goods and services sanctions for breach of such
requirements civil administrative or criminal licence application processes arms dual use and other products embargo including
chemical and biological materials and technology and enforcement measures the handbook also makes available through an
online application all important standard export control related forms templates and other related documents all of which
readers can use to draft their own documents the handbook is invaluable to any professional such as lawyers compliance key
players procurement logistics finance and customs practitioners working in relation to an organisation with a need to know
the specific requirements to be followed for the efficient and legally compliant import or export of controlled military or
dual use goods technologies or services

Unwinnable

2016-09-01

this book explores the scope application and role of medical law regulatory norms and ethics and addresses key challenges
introduced by contemporary advances in biomedical research and healthcare while mindful of national developments the
handbook supports a global perspective in its approach to medical law contributors include leading scholars in both medical
law and ethics who have developed specially commissioned pieces in order to present a critical overview and analysis of the
current state of medical law and ethics each chapter offers comprehensive coverage of longstanding and traditional topics in
medical law and ethics and provides dynamic insights into contemporary and emerging issues in this heavily debated field topics
covered include bioethics health and human rights medical liability law and emerging health technologies public health law
personalized medicine the law and ethics of access to medicines in developing countries medical research in the genome era emerging
legal and ethical issues in reproductive technologies this advanced level reference work will prove invaluable to legal
practitioners scholars students and researchers in the disciplines of law medicine genetics dentistry theology and medical
ethics

Rituparno Ghosh

this edited collection offers a comparative approach to the topic of multiculturalism including different authors with
contrasting arguments from different philosophical traditions and ideologies it puts together perspectives that have been
largely neglected as valid normative ways to address the political and moral questions that arise from the coexistence of
different cultures in the same geographical space the essays in this volume cover both historical perspectives taking in the
work of hobbes tocqueville and nietzsche among others and contemporary eastern and western approaches including marxism
anarchism islam daoism indian and african philosophies
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